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Voltage 1 Phase 240V 

Impulse Power 2000W

Sealing Length 660mmL

Machine Dimension 570mmL x 770mmW x 1180mmH

Sealing Width 3mm

No of Sealing Line 1 OR 2

Sealing Jaw Bottom Only

Optional: a. Change to Round Element for Cutter function (for seal and trim excess material- e.g. tubing film, in order to make customized bags)

** Customized specification available upon request.

TECHNICAL DATA

MODEL KSV 26 

Machine Weight 60Kg

Heat Time 0 - 2 sec.

Cooling Time 0 - 5 sec.

Machine Structure
Powder coated metal control box and 

metal frame

Working Table Height Adjustable

Foot Impulse Sealing Machines

Foot Impulse Sealing machines  (also known as Foot Sealers)  are recommended for light to medium duty operations. They can seal various kinds of 

materials, such as BOPP, PE, laminations, and cellophane. This type of unit is activated by pushing on a pedal, and the machine will operate for the pre-set 

length of time.

Foot Impulse Sealing machines are easy to use (no warm-up time), economical (electricity is only used when the jaw is lowered during the sealing process), 

and safe (no component of these devices is always hot) which is commonly used for sealing operations in packaging candies, food, stationery, drugs, tools, 

replacement parts and a variety of other products.

KSV Foot Impulse Sealing Machines

KSV Foot Impulse Sealing Machines are long lasting machineries built with selected high quality electronic components and therefore will require lesser 

maintenance. 

KSV Foot Impulse Sealing Machine is vertical standing console design with single heat sealing jaw designed for sealing of thermoplastic films. KSV Foot 

Impulse Sealers equipped with sealing width 3.2mm. KSV Sealer design with adjustable working table increase the flexibility of sealing for different product 

height.  KSV Sealers are easy to operate, no operator training required.
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